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A. Cognos Analytics
B. Datameer
C. ã‚¹ãƒˆãƒªãƒ¼ãƒ
D. SPSS Modeler
Answer: D
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A. Deploy a transit VPC solution using Amazon EC2-based router
instances in the us-east-1 region. Establish IPsec VPN tunnels
between the transit routers and virtual private gateways (VGWs)
located in the us-east-1 and us-west-2 regions, which are
attached to the company's VPCs in those regions. Create a
public VIF on the Direct Connect connection and establish IPsec
VPN tunnels over the public VIF between the transit routers and
the company's data center router.
B. Provision a Direct Connect gateway and attach the virtual
private (VGW) for the VPC in us-east-1 and the VGW for the VPC
in us-west-2. Create a private VIF on the Direct Connect
connection and associate it to the Direct Connect gateway.
C. Order a second Direct Connect connection to a Direct Connect
facility with connectivity to the us-west-2 region. Work with
partner to establish a network extension link over dark fiber
from the Direct Connect facility to the company's data center.
Establish private VIFs on the Direct Connect connections for
each of the company's VPCs in the respective regions. Configure
the company's data center router to connect directly with the
VPCs in those regions via the private VIFs.
D. Create private VIFs on the Direct Connect connection for
each of the company's VPCs in the us-est-1 and us-west-2
regions. Configure the company's data center router to connect
directly with the VPCs in those regions via the private VIFs.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/aws/new-aws-direct-connect-gateway
-inter-region-vpc-access/
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/directconnect/latest/UserGuide/dire
ct-connect-gateways-intro.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. ã•„ã•„ã•ˆ
B. ã•¯ã•„
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have a table in Power Pivot model that is loaded from a
Microsoft SQL Server database.
The source table has four columns named ID, Price, Quantity,
and Total. Total is derived by multiplying Price and Quantity.
ID is a unique row identifier.
You need to minimize the amount of memory used to load the
mode. The solution must ensure that you can create
visualizations based on Price, Quantity, and Total.
What should you do?
A. Replace the Total column by using a calculated column.
B. Replace the Total column by using a measure.
C. From Query Editor, remove duplicate rows from the table.
D. Move the Total column to a lookup table.
Answer: B
Explanation:
References:
https://support.office.com/en-us/article/create-a-memory-effici
ent-data-model-using-excel-and-the-power-pivot-add-in-951c73a921c4-46ab-9f5e-14a2833b6a70#__toc373850959
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